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The campaign to join the EU has been the central element of
Bulgaria’s post-communist policy. Bulgaria has only recently
started to make progress towards meeting the EU conditions for
membership. Although the country was not included in the first
wave of enlargement, the target set by both the EU and Bulgaria for
2007 seems realistic. For this purpose, however, Bulgaria has to
attain sustainable and balanced economic growth, fight corruption,
decrease poverty and unemployment, raise living standards and
overcome such complex problems as the disparities between social
groups and regions. As the prospect of joining the European
community looms closer, however, public opinion may start to
express greater doubts and significant vacillation as to the merits of
integration.

 

Bulgaria’s transition to democracy and market economy after the collapse

of communism has not been smooth but Bulgaria’s bid for integration into

Western alliances still received a boost when it was among the seven coun-

tries that joined NATO in March 2004 and when in December 2002, at

the Copenhagen European Council, the EU declared that would accept

Bulgaria as full member in 2007 ‘depending on further progress in

complying with the membership criteria’. The accession of Bulgaria to

these institutions signifies an important landmark in the history of the

country. The EU and NATO, especially the former, stand for affluence,

prosperity and Western levels of living standards of which Bulgaria wishes

to become a part. Bearing in mind that Bulgaria stands at the ‘crossroads’

between Europe and Asia and it forms a disputing meeting ground

between civilizations, the post-communist era presents Bulgaria with a

unique challenge; to move for the first time in its history away from its
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tumultuous Balkan past and Europe’s periphery and enter the core Euro-

pean institutions (Daskalov 1994: 35).

 

1

 

The aspiration of European integration, which involves issues relating

to political, economic and social transformation of the country, has been

instrumental in making the process of change more dynamic. Bulgaria

went through historical changes in the post-1989 period, yet in the

process, the Bulgarian people suffered unprecedented hardships. The

political and economic transformation proved to be very slow and did not

yield the results the population had hoped for as successive governments

failed to create the conditions for sustainable social, political and

economic transformation and development.

 

THE TIME LOST

 

In 1989 Bulgaria initiated a process of transition to a market economy and

democracy. The most significant outcome of these changes has been the

considerable progress made in building democratic institutions and the

promotion of civil liberties. The Bulgarian political leadership, based on a

wide procedural consensus, managed quite successfully to create the

necessary political institutions and legislative foundations for a parliamen-

tary democracy. The constitutional framework that has been created is

widely accepted, both by political elites and the public, as the basis for the

democratic regime. Political institutions are seen as legitimate and the

pluralistic party system that has been formed is a relatively stable one, thus

allowing the unobstructed alternation in power and the conflict resolution

according to institutionalized democratic principles.

The Bulgarian political elite, however, did not succeed in introducing

an efficient system of governance as the political landscape in the 1990s

was marked by an extreme polarization between the two major political

forces (the Bulgarian Socialist Party – BSP and the Union of Democratic

Forces – UDF), by political instability, the lack of political consensus on

the economic policy priorities at both macro- and micro-level, factional-

ism, frequent accusations of economic scandals, political inexperience and

arrogance, short-termist policies and the slow pace of structural reforms.

Successive governments proved to be inefficient, corrupt, short-sighted,

irresponsible, dominated by special interests and incapable of adopting

policies demanded by the public good. In addition, the former Communist

Party elite managed to retain its power not only after the first democratic

multi-party elections but throughout the transition period and in this way

former communists retained key roles in social development, which

meant a slowdown and a lack of thoroughness in systemic changes. The

political dead-ends led to economic dead-ends, which in turn generated
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further political confrontation, blockage of reforms and more economic

decline. Delaying hard decisions and shirking responsibility emerged as a

style of state administration. The government’s horizon of economic,

political and social thinking was usually narrow without exceeding their

terms in office and going beyond forthcoming elections. There was an

unwillingness to assume responsibility for the necessary abrupt economic

changes and a hesitation in designing and implementing reforms based on

economic rationality because, in the short run, such measures were

expected to be highly unpopular, thus weakening political support. As R.

Daskalov points out, 

the transition has been marked by demagogy as the parties have tried

to outbid one another with unrealistic promises while concealing the

real gravity of the country’s situation from the voters. Terms such as

‘social protection’ or ‘welfare’ have been greatly abused and are

devoid of meaning when the state is utterly without resources.

(Daskalov in Bell 1998: 20).

In sum, the first decade of transition left Bulgaria with a legacy of nega-

tive economic growth and declining living standards and the result was the

creation of social prostration as Bulgaria was one of the poorest perform-

ing economies of central and eastern Europe. The failure of economic

reforms can be attributed to four major factors. First, initial conditions at

the onset of the transition process were less favourable than in most of the

other former communist countries.

 

2

 

 Second, macroeconomic stabilization

policies were inconsistent and combined with an uneven implementation

of reform programmes resulted in poor economic performance since the

onset of the transition. Third, structural reform policies were weak; trade

liberalization, privatization, institutional and enterprise reform, competi-

tion policies, financial sector development and social reform policies

made disappointing progress. Finally, the Bosnian war and the trade sanc-

tions imposed over former Yugoslavia disrupted normal economic activi-

ties, further exacerbated the uncertain business climate and had a direct

impact on the cost of Bulgarian exports, due to the need to use new trans-

port routes.

In particular, in the mid 1990s the economic crisis deepened and

produced a catastrophic collapse of the living standards, a sharp reduc-

tion in real wages, unique figures of unemployment accompanied by an

inadequate welfare and health care system. Over the 1990–1997 period,

GDP shrank by 24 per cent in real terms whereas as of December 1997

consumer prices had soared almost 20 times relative to May 1990 and

household real income decreased by 61.3 per cent as a consequence of

the inconsistent economic policy that created an alienated underclass,
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impoverished the middle class and enriched the already wealthy. The

postponing of radical economic measures, the low level of law enforce-

ment and the undefined rules of the political and economic game gener-

ated conditions for the expansion and empowerment of a segment of

society that was closely connected to and mingled with the criminal

underground. The interweaving of political parties with the state appara-

tus and the lack of any transparency in party finance (the funding of

political parties was only regulated by law in 2001) nurtured the infor-

mal bonds between political parties and private interests. Moreover, the

clientilist party structure made possible political representation of

‘mafia’-type interests through different political lobbies represented on

the governmental level and allowed them not only to control to their

benefit the economic processes of the country but hampered and under-

mined the whole process of transformation.

In this context, it can safely be argued that, in contrast to Central Euro-

pean countries, Bulgaria wasted the greater part of the 1990s as reforms

lacked a sense of purpose and nervous governments sought to spare the

population the pain of restructuring but instead condemned the majority

of the people to a deterioration in living standards. As former President

Stoyanov accurately described: 

most of the period between 1989 and 1997 we only had the

pretence of reform. We deluded ourselves that we could survive

without great sacrifices. But things kept getting tougher and we got

deeper and deeper into debt. 1997 marked the turning point when

we shed our illusions. (Financial Times 1997).

It was only in 1997 and after considerable delay that Bulgaria

embarked on a comprehensive program of structural reforms aimed at

establishing market economy.

 

THE NEW BEGINNING

 

After the disastrous economic crisis of 1996–97 Bulgaria found itself in an

even worse starting position. The structurally based (caused by economic

factors) political mobilization of 1997 succeeded in changing the route of

the whole process of post-communist transformation in Bulgaria. Under

increasing public pressure the socialist government was forced to resign

and massive street protests led to elections in which for the first time a

non-communist party, the UDF, won an absolute majority in the National

Assembly.

 

3

 

 The events of 1997 and the emergence of a stable government

with a clearer vision and a stronger determination and commitment for

structural reforms changed the economic and political environment in
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Bulgaria. The policies implemented since 1997 represent a significant

qualitative break from the past in many respects and Bulgaria has made

tremendous strides along the road of recovery, not only towards social

and economic stabilization, but also toward lasting stability and real

growth.

The currency board arrangement, introduced in 1997, aimed to

provide a fixed currency on which to build a stable macroeconomic base,

having also a strong social and psychological impact restoring some of the

lost optimism. Macroeconomic stability, financial discipline in the public

sector, resumption of moderate economic growth, extensive privatization

and re-structuring and tax reform were a few of the items on a loaded

agenda of economic reform implemented by the UDF government. These

were accompanied by the complete overhaul of the administrative system,

reform of the social security system, banking system, health care, educa-

tional reform and the containment of organized crime. The country was

firmly anchored in the frameworks of EU and NATO enlargement coupled

with a very active regional policy (though the support the government

provided to NATO during the Kosovo crisis was certainly a position that

did not enjoy popular support

 

4

 

). As a result, the economy, despite the diffi-

cult external environment, performed by most measures better than antic-

ipated. A healthier environment for the recovery of business activity,

output and investment helped to achieve real GDP growth of close to 4

per cent on average since 1998. Inflation came down from above 1,000

per cent in 1997 to single digits, external debt declined from more than

100 per cent of GDP to 70 per cent of GDP, while the annual foreign direct

investment flows soared in the 1997–99 period, averaging more than five

times what they were in the 1992–96 period. Clearly, sound macroeco-

nomic management and the acceleration of structural reforms succeeded

in restoring growth and improving public and investors’ confidence.

Doubtlessly, the IMF shaped and structured the actual course of

macroeconomic policy in Bulgaria. But at the same time IMF conditional-

ity, usually presented as an exogenous factor for economic policy, did not

take into account the human side of the reforms and it transplanted the

standard IMF propensity to present the desirable as actual and its cult for

certain, often unattainable, fiscal parameters. The Bulgarian government

was under pressure from the macroeconomic conditions attached to aid

from international financial institutions to make further cuts in public

expenditure. Another result of the political pressure exerted in the name

of the international financial institutions was the lack of a consistent

governmental social protection policy.

 

5

 

Structural reforms along with these policy weaknesses led to increasing

unemployment, poverty and human insecurity and additional economic
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adversity. Unemployment reached alarming figures (the official average

unemployment rate in 2001 was 17.52 per cent against 18.14 per cent in

2000), poverty was above the levels of before the 1996–97 crisis and the

standard of living of large segments of the population had declined signif-

icantly. Furthermore, the government did not manage to launch some of

the envisaged large-scale infrastructure projects and limited progress had

been made in improving the efficiency of the public administration.

Cumbersome administrative procedures, numerous licensing and registra-

tion regimes, high taxes and a strong state monopoly in some sectors

remained features of the business environment. The pension and health

systems had become highly inefficient and financially unsustainable and

were not in a position to respond effectively to the most needy and vulner-

able groups. The shadow economy reached sizeable proportion and the

damages from economic crime, such as black market, unpaid taxes,

currency speculation, deceit, smuggling, illegal trading, arms dealing,

violations of the import and export regulations and the sale of low-quality

goods, continued to soar.

 

6

 

 The image of the government was severely

damaged by the growth of crime, embezzlement and corruption on all

levels of the administration, as well as the lack of transparency in privati-

zation. The UDF government, hampered by the magnitude of the reform

agenda, in some cases afraid of the political cost and in others suffering

from the social tension created from a number of unpopular measures,

also experienced internal fragmentation and a series of public scandals

involving top officials.

Gradually, there was a shift in public attitudes. The continued inability

of the political system to deliver effectively public goods, the increasing

magnitude of economic hardship, the low income levels, and the persis-

tent perception of improper privatization and distribution of budgetary

funds contributed to a heightened sense of insecurity of individuals. The

sequencing and intensity of reform had abruptly re-defined central social

and economic footholds of individuals, thereby placing them in a situation

of extreme volatility. The post-1989 bipolar political model, dominated

by the BSP and the UDF, failed to live up to expectations, to clarify and

express the interests of society, to show morality and frankness and to

secure effective governance of the country. The widely spread expectation

to see Bulgarian politicians place national issues and interests at the centre

of attention, before party problems and interests, proved to be elusive.

Therefore, along with the deepening of the economic problems that made

Bulgarians overwhelmingly concerned with the deterioration of their

living standards, dissatisfaction with the competence of politicians and the

nature of political activities also led to an increased reluctance on the part

of citizens to engage in civic and political action. Involvement in public life
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and overall interest in politics gradually waned, resulting in unparticipa-

tory political processes and to political apathy. Notable electoral apathy

was evident in the 1997 parliamentary elections where almost 40 per cent

of the electorate did not appear to vote and this trend continued in the

2001 presidential election (42 per cent turnout in the first round and 55

per cent turnout in the second). Thus, in 2001, the political system found

itself in a situation where the support for the two main parties had shrunk

to less than 20 per cent each with the remainder of the electorate unwill-

ing to be engaged in politics. There was little credibility for the established

political elites beyond their immediate constituents. The vacuum was

filled by the movement of the former king, Simeon II, on a wave of popu-

lism and promise of immediate improvement of living standards as well as

a change of moralily in politics. The 2001 parliamentary election

produced significant shifts and shook the bipolar political model of the

1990s. The readiness of the public to support a political alternative

became apparent as the National Movement Simeon II won the election,

receiving 42.74 per cent of the votes whilst the UDF and the BSP attained

their worst election results (collectively gaining less than 40 per cent of the

total).

It is still unclear whether the 2001 elections represent an aberration or

a sign of systemic change. It remains to be seen if the National Movement

Simeon II does have a future as a political entity as it has already suffered

from fragmentation and seems more of a mechanical mixture of diverse

personalities and interests lacking the cohesive material to make it a

unified political organization. Indeed, in most instances such movements,

whose cohesion is ensured by personal charisma of the leader rather than

commonality of vision or interest and whose whole presence ultimately is

based on a father figure, are short term in nature.

Despite its big majority, its ambitious promises and its young and tech-

nocratic image, the government has not fulfilled the great expectations

invested in it by the Bulgarian population. Apart from success in maintain-

ing economic stability and the pace of the reforms (though at some sub-

optimal performance levels), the government has not managed to improve

the dismal standard of living, seems incapable of solving social problems

and has failed in bringing transparency and efficiency to public adminis-

tration. Little has been done to improve the competitive ability and

strengthen the export orientation of the economy and in fact Bulgaria’s

trade balance in 2003 showed a record high deficit of $2.5 billion whilst

the current account deficit reached 8.7 per cent of GDP from 4.6 per cent

in 2002. The government showed an inability to complete privatization as

two of the so-called ‘signal’ deals – Bulgarian Telecommunication

Company and tobacco giant Bulgartabac – became constant struggles,
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amid corruption charges and shifting responsibility between different

institutions. Reforms to improve the business climate have continued to

lag, while those for the health sector and the judiciary have barely gotten

off the ground.

In this realm, the public image of contemporary statesmen continues

to be a negative one, frequently associated with their wealth, good public

speaking skills, corruption and the predominance of their private interests

over the public interest. It is evident that politicians across the political

spectrum have lost the confidence of the people and political life remains

isolated and distant from the bulk of the population, most of whom are

viewing politics with some distaste and its practitioners with considerable

suspicion.

 

THE PATH TO ACCESSION

 

For Bulgarian society, EU accession is an indivisible part of the political

and economic transformation of the country that will guarantee social,

economic and national security. Since 1989, Bulgaria’s integration in the

European community of democratic countries became an undoubted stra-

tegic objective of the country, forming the basis of a national consensus

among the political forces and society in general.

The first attempt for a structured relationship between the EU and

Bulgaria that identified a path for integration into European institutions

was the Association Agreement. The EU opened negotiations for the

Association Agreements with Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland in

December 1990, but it was only at the time of the August 1991 attempted

coup in the Soviet Union that the commission declared its intentions to

expand cooperation with Bulgaria and Romania. This decision by the

Community aimed to draw the two countries closer to the West in case of

a nationalistic or authoritarian backlash in the Soviet Union. ‘Geopolitical

concerns seem more important in this decision than a positive appraisal

of Bulgaria’s and Romania’s fulfillment of the criteria for concluding

Europe Agreements’ (Smith 1999: 97). In March 1993, Bulgaria signed

an Association Agreement with the Union that came in effect in January

1995. Despite the many positive results of the association process (such as

trade creation, trade liberalization, financial assistance), the major

Bulgarian industrial exports and particularly agricultural products faced

substantial tariffs and non-tariff barriers as the EU adopted a protection-

ist stand in an attempt to control the real increase of trade flow from

Bulgaria (and from the other central and eastern European countries).

‘Bulgaria has fully experienced the limitations of the Association Agree-

ment, and these limitations lowered the expectations somewhat for any
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easing of trade liberalization for newcomers to the EU markets’

(Economic Policy Institute and CSD in: Tang 2000: 106). In this context,

the cost for Bulgaria of the implementation of the agreement has been

higher than expected and revealed how EU policies are influenced by

established interests and powerful domestic lobbies.

 

7

 

Bulgarians, gradually, have come to realize that the attitudes and

behaviour of the EU countries are guided primarily by pragmatic calcula-

tions of their self-interests and concern with their own well-being, peace

and security. There is a feeling in Bulgaria that the country’s progress

towards meeting the criteria for EU membership is not yet fully recog-

nized and is somewhat underestimated. This belief has been also rein-

forced by the EU on two occasions. The first the exclusion of Bulgaria

from the visa-free travel provisions of the Schengen Agreement and the

second was to link the opening of accession negotiations with the closure

of the Kozloduy nuclear power plant.

The first major hurdle in relations between EU and Bulgaria came up

in 1995 when Bulgaria and Romania were the only EU associate members

excluded from the provisions of the Schengen Agreement on free travel

because of EU concerns over security of the borders and illegal immigra-

tion through and from their territory (bear in mind that once admitted,

the two countries represent part of the bloc’s external border and a cross-

ing point to the former Soviet bloc and Turkey). Concerns about emigra-

tion because of the low income level and also the fear of Bulgarian gypsies

(Roma) roaming around EU countries unquestionably contributed to this

decision. Nevertheless, the visa restrictions became an issue of geo-strate-

gic importance for the government and a matter of dignity and self-esteem

for Bulgarians as it was interpreted as evidence of discrimination. There

were frequent statements from political figures in Bulgaria across the

political spectrum talking about ‘a new iron curtain’ or that EU considers

Bulgarians as ‘third-rate Europeans’, even maintaining that Bulgaria

should stop to support so actively the regional initiatives if it fails to be

removed from the Schengen list.

 

8

 

 Indeed, ‘for most Bulgarians the “Schen-

gen List” was proof that the EU cared nothing for their progress toward

political democracy and regarded them simply as drug dealers and a

source of unwanted immigrants’ (Bell 1998: 313). Bulgarians who wished

to acquire a visa had to go through lengthy and cumbersome procedures,

to face long queues in front of EU embassies, humiliating interviews with

consular and customs officials, and the cases of corruption involving the

staff of the embassies were frequent, generating even more negative

publicity. It should be stressed that the visa issue had also a symbolic

significance since the removal of visa requirements would have been the

first visible sign, with an impact on every day life, of Bulgaria’s European
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integration. In December 2000, when it was clear that Bulgaria had met

all security requirements (such as new passports and ID cards compatible

with Schengen standards) and had implemented all the necessary

measures for curbing immigration, the EU agreed to the removal of

Bulgaria (and Romania) from the Schengen visa list, which allowed

Bulgarian citizens to travel without visas in EU countries that are members

of the Schengen agreement.

The future of the Kozloduy nuclear power plant has been a topic of

domestic and international controversy since the beginning of democratic

reform in Bulgaria and a sticking point in relations between Bulgaria and

the Union. Kozloduy is the only nuclear utility in Bulgaria, producing

about 45 per cent of the country’s electricity, playing an important role in

the energy balance due to limited indigenous resources and earning about

$100 million every year from electricity exports to neighbouring coun-

tries, which also turns Bulgaria into a regional power centre.

In the context of achieving and maintaining a high level of nuclear

safety, the Union asked for the closure of candidate countries’ nuclear

power plants which are deemed non-upgradeable to international safety

standards at a reasonable cost. Concerning Bulgaria, EU asked for the

adoption and implementation of a realistic timetable for the closure and

decommissioning of the four units of the Kozloduy nuclear power plant

based on the argument that they are inherently unsafe. The EU also argues

that Bulgaria has excess energy production capacity in comparison to

domestic demand and the closure of the reactors will not affect its energy

security. Even further, the Commission made clear that the opening of

accession negotiations with Bulgaria was conditional on reaching agree-

ment on acceptable closure dates.

Since the early 1990s, a total of 

 

€

 

139.1 million has been invested in

Kozloduy, of which approximately 48 per cent has come from the state

budget. The extensive programme of modernization that was carried out

with international and domestic support and investment allowed the

Bulgarian government to argue in the late 1990s that Kozloduy operates

at acceptable safety level, in total conformity with international require-

ments and that the EU’s position is based on outdated safety assessments

from the early 1990s. Moreover, from the government’s point of view,

the nuclear power plant provides cheap electricity and diminishes depen-

dence on imported gas (Bulgaria is heavily depended on Russian natural

gas imports), while an early shutdown is likely to increase electricity prices

and social discontent (Andonova 2002: 9).

The issue became highly politicized particularly in 1999 when Prime

Minister Kostov publicly labeled the EU’s requirement as a ‘meaningless

diktat’ and as public opinion strongly opposed conditioning the invitation
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to Bulgaria to negotiate accession on its progress on closing Kozloduy. In

November 1999, under increasing pressure from the EU, the Bulgarian

government committed to shut the two obsolete reactors at the end of

2003 (they were shut down for decommissioning in December 2002) and

to close the two older of the remaining four reactors at the end of 2006.

When EU and Bulgaria negotiated the energy chapter (that provisionally

closed in 2002) Bulgaria again committed that units 3 and 4 of Kozloduy

will be closed by the end of 2006. The fate of Kozloduy, however, has

become a very sensitive political issue (with enormous economic implica-

tions) and the government will seek to re-negotiate the 2006 deadline

before the conclusion of the accession negotiations. Besides, the Bulgarian

side claims that if units 3 and 4 are closed in 2006 the compensation

would have to amount to 

 

€

 

1.7 billion. This is a sufficient reason for the

commission to review the Kozloduy case, since Bulgaria’s roadmap until

2007 envisages 

 

€

 

1.2 billion under different pre-accession funds. The EU

negotiations on Kozloduy are providing fertile ground for various politi-

cal and economic interests to press the government to adopt a firmer stand

and object to the decommissioning of the reactors and to revive the

construction of a second nuclear plant. At a time when the EU is urging

Bulgaria to develop its market economy and become more competitive

this kind of policy is counter-productive and especially when other candi-

date countries with similar installations obtained more favorable arrange-

ments.

 

9

 

 The accession should not turn into a process in which the EU lays

down conditions which Bulgaria is obliged to accept but instead it must be

developed as a partnership which takes account of the interests and aspi-

rations of the country.

It is evident that the Bulgarian political elite and public, although

continuing overwhelmingly to favour the decision to join the EU, have to

recognize more and more the difficulties and the sacrifices entailed in the

accession process. Accession negotiations between the EU and Bulgaria

were opened in March 2000 and since then they have considerably and

quickly advanced. Still, as the country is moving ahead with more intense

negotiations, the difficulties of conditionality settlements and the political

debate about specific issues have penetrated public consciousness to an

ever greater extent. In effect, the dynamic of the accession have shifted

over time to make more visible not only the benefits of integration but also

the costs entailed in the entry process.

EU integration is a complex process of social transformation aimed at

establishing particular public structures, standards, consensual attitudes

and strategies, compatible with the EU and acceptable to its member

countries. It involves the pursuit of a multifaceted policy that demands a

broad public consensus and a high degree of organization of public
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administration and, most of all, a clear identification of the principal

objectives and priorities of the country.

 

SUSTAINABLE AND BALANCED ECONOMIC GROWTH

 

Bulgarian economic policy is closely related to the EU pre-accession

strategy for the next few years. Bulgaria’s strategy for accession draws on

the maintenance of the currency board arrangement, continued imple-

mentation of tight fiscal policy and strict incomes policy, creation of

incentives for the restructuring of the economy, decentralization of deci-

sion making, improvement of the business climate and the promotion of

economic growth. To achieve non-inflationary growth and to comply

with EU legal, economic and political requirements, significant national

resources have been mobilized. Nonetheless, the low income level, low

living standard and high unemployment represent the main points of

concern.

The economic growth of the recent period has not been high enough

to narrow the income gap between Bulgaria and the EU member states.

Average per capita income in Bulgaria ($2,538) is still low, standing at 25

per cent of the EU average (in purchasing power standards) and remains

considerably lower even than the eight new central European and Baltic

EU member countries (for example, in Latvia GDP per capita is $4,265,

in Lithuania $4,978, in Poland $5,228, in Hungary $7,755 and in the

Czech Republic $8,097).

The rapid rise in unemployment and the fall in the real value of wages

and pensions has plunged large segments of the society into poverty.

Particularly after the 1996–97 economic crisis the situation is even more

grave, as many Bulgarians cannot meet basic needs. Bulgarians spend

about half of their incomes on food purchases, which is a symptom of

poverty according to world standards. In the same realm, the trade unions

claim that while the cost of living per person in a four-member household

stands at BGN 280 (based on a basket of 77 essential goods and services),

fewer than 15 per cent of all households in the country have such an

income. This also points to the much wider gap in income between the

vast majority of the population and the wealthiest five per cent, which

may generate social pressure. The complex social security system has not

succeeded in redistributing income to the most indigent people. Indeed,

mechanisms of targeting help to the most indigent are not developed, as

there are no official criteria for poverty.

The all-pervasive and universal social protection system of the old

regime, as well as functions of the state that support human development,

have been phased out. The focus on macroeconomic reform and
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economic liberalization resulted in increased inequality, impoverishment,

insecurity, unemployment and an increased marginalization of individu-

als, communities and regions. A major flaw with the economic and social

policies implemented in the post-communist period is that they have been

based on minimizing the role of the state. The reform process was guided

by the assumption that market forces would provide the conditions of

their own integration in a spontaneous, fast and efficient manner and it

was further assumed that market integration would become the basis for

the whole social system. But considering the societal effects of the transi-

tion, it is now clear that the state should have been more active and inter-

vene in critical areas where market forces cannot ensure an efficient

allocation of resources.

The role of the state, therefore, in providing essential systems of social

protection must be refocused and reformed instead of relinquished in the

name of privatization and deregulation. At the same time any meaningful

reductions in unemployment in the long run has to do with the restructur-

ing of the economy and the achievement of sustainable growth. To this

aim, higher investments appear to be required in many sectors, such as

infrastructure, environment, education and health services. The experi-

ence of other economies in transition demonstrates that foreign direct

investments (FDI) may serve as a major engine for the acceleration of

restructuring and institutional change. FDI contributes to physical capital

accumulation, transfer of technology and knowledge, job creation and

provides access to the international markets. Although the EU accession

process as a whole has positively affected the level of FDI – since it acts as

a kind of guarantee to foreign investors that the country is not a very risky

place to invest – Bulgaria still cannot attract adequate foreign capital and

the explanation lies in several reasons. Certainly the fact that Bulgaria is

geographically situated farther away from western Europe than the other

central European countries, the small and poor domestic market and the

poor infrastructure and communications makes the attraction of foreign

investment relatively weak. In addition, the slow pace of privatization and

unfavourable conditions for foreign investors in terms of heavy regula-

tion, entry barriers and corruption did not allow Bulgaria to attract as

much foreign investment as, for example, the Czech Republic, Poland,

Hungary or Estonia. The government, obviously, should pay yet more

attention to improve the business environment, speeding up structural

reform and adjusting the economy to the rules of international business

with regard to tax and legislative regulations. In addition, Bulgaria should

define its economic priorities and specify priority sectors determining the

process of reforms. In this respect, the country should consider turning to

its advantage its relative economic lag by implementing the successful
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models already applied in the countries in transition in central and eastern

Europe.

 

CORRUPTION AND INSTITUTIONAL REFORMS

 

The post-communist period in Bulgaria has been marked by the absence

of the state and its ineffectiveness in the management of the economy.

That was inevitable since the re-organization of the state was not included

in the reform agenda. As the communist system was characterized by the

subordination of the state to the party, the dismantling of the communist

regime was perceived as equivalent to the dismantling of the state. The

state cut back its role not only in those areas that were the distinctive char-

acteristics of planned economies but also in what are the broadly accepted

areas of government and state obligation in advanced market economies.

The tragic paradox is that the reform undertaken during the first transi-

tion decade involved the dismantling of exactly the parts of the state

administrative apparatus that are required to monitor and steer a modern

market economy. For example, the transformation of the banking system

demanded strong control over the newly emerging commercial banks.

Nevertheless, from 1990 to 1997 none of the governments succeeded in

implementing efficient policies to prevent Bulgaria from reaching the

stage of an almost complete collapse of the banking system. Political elite

allowed the operating capacities of central government to decline to the

point where they could no longer enforce conditions needed for the oper-

ation of a healthy free-market system resulting in a situation where the

state administration was exploited by various organized interests. Rather

than the desired free-market conditions, organized crime and corruption

became rampant. ‘Instead of being marketized, the economy is being

mobsterized’ (Bulgarian Academy of Science 1994: 10).

According to thorough research carried out by ‘Coalition 2000’,

among problems burdening Bulgarian society, corruption is in third place,

preceded only by unemployment and low income rates. Corruption

involves behaviour on the part of public sector officials, whether politi-

cians or civil servants, in which they improperly and unlawfully receive

private gain by the misuse of the public power entrusted to them. Corrup-

tion not only considerably undermines the business climate, discouraging

private investment and hampering economic growth, but also is highly

detrimental to the stability of democratic institutions.

Democracy is founded on the principle of political equality, while

public sector corruption is founded on the principle that the state will

treat its citizens arbitrarily and unequally. In a democracy, political equal-

ity offsets inequalities in wealth and power; but public sector corruption
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reinforces those inequalities. That is why Almond and Verba defined a

well-functioning democracy not only in terms of citizen influence over

high policy but also in terms of fair and equal treatment by junior state

officials (Grodeland, Koshechkina and Miller 1998: 653).

Corruption in the communist regime concentrated mainly at the indi-

vidual level, being the result of the individual citizen’s dependence on offi-

cials. The rigidity of the communist system and the functioning of state

bureaucracy gave officials the opportunity to exploit their position for

private gain. Another form of corruption was the set up and operation of

smuggling channels controlled by members of the state security apparatus

and directed from the high echelons within the party-state.

 

10

 

 There are

indications suggesting that these networks became part of the Bulgarian

shadow economy in the post-communist period.

Still, after the change of 1989, alongside the transition to a market

economy, new conditions were created for corruption in the form of orga-

nized crime or the mass spread of corrupt ties between private business

and the state apparatus. The main sources of corruption are economic and

systemic, as the system itself provides the opportunities for such practices.

Economic underdevelopment is considered to be the main source of

corruption and its wide scope is explained by the fact that corruption

remains practically unpunishable as it is not perceived as an infringement

of public interests. Because of the absence of accountability within hierar-

chical power structures, the scope for fraud, corruption and self-aggran-

disement is broad. The state nomenclature is not interested in serious

economic and administrative reform because its members profit from the

existing unregulated environment. Corrupt practices have become

endemic in Bulgarian society, appearing in all areas of social activity and

threatening to completely destroy the whole social organism. For the

majority of the people the basic institutions do not effectively represent

and protect their interest and therefore generate considerable discontent

and disappointment and have been severely discredited in the opinion of

citizens. As a rule, corruption is primarily linked to those in power block-

ing the usual channels of communication between state administration,

business and ordinary citizens. Thus, government officials, the police,

customs officers, health care workers, the judiciary and representatives of

the university administration and teaching cadre are labeled as most

susceptive to bribery. The judicial system has been marred by numerous

allegations of corruption and systemic inability to handle executive inter-

ference. As a result, one of the main structures of a functioning democ-

racy, ensuring the rule of law, has been subject to widespread criticism.

On the lower levels of executive power corruption thrives on countless

permits and licenses required for operating a business. Bribery has become
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the principal mode of solving problems while the law no longer serves as

the chief regulator of society. Rather than find themselves in a situation

which might harm their enterprise or even prevent them from doing busi-

ness altogether, businessmen resort to bribery. The economic implications

of the link between organized crime and corruption are serious. There is

an increasing institutionalization of corruption, enormous loss of revenue

to state budgets, retardation of the development of the private sector,

monopolization of certain aspects of economic activity, and pervasive

unjust enrichment.

 

11

 

The disastrous economic crisis in the period 1996–97 was of extraor-

dinary significance as it revealed the connection between corrupt practices

and people’s real everyday problems, and as a result public understanding

spread that crime and corruption are among the main reasons for the fail-

ure of the reforms. Combating corruption has moved to the top of the

political agenda and the mobilization of civil society generated a decrease

in public acceptance of corruption. Efforts to establish more effective

legislation and institutions to curb corruption are particularly complex as

they are linked with the need to reform many aspects of public manage-

ment and elements of the administrative, judicial and legislative systems.

Whilst the legal framework for combating crime and corruption is

coming into place, the enforcement of this framework poses a significant

challenge. The inability to enforce rules means that structural reform,

which is supposedly a fundamental change in economic responsibility and

decision making, can fall prey to different special interests, corrupt indi-

viduals and organized crime. What is still required is impartial, timely,

consistent, effective and painful action against all forms of grand and petty

corruption, to reduce opportunities for corruption through accelerating

regulatory reform and the institutional framework to allow for signifi-

cantly increased accountability arrangements between the public adminis-

tration and the citizens.

This also entails the reorganization and strengthening of public admin-

istration to ensure its efficiency, transparency and accountability. Public

administration faces a number of extremely complex challenges, the most

pressing of all to meet the requirements for EU accession for both the

negotiation period and subsequent membership so that it is able to imple-

ment and enforce the 

 

acquis communautaire

 

. Though significant success

has been achieved in harmonizing Bulgarian legislation with the 

 

acquis

 

, its

application is still rather ineffective, whilst the public administration is

considered unfit for the utilization of the pre-accession funds. A matter of

concern is not only whether all the elements of the 

 

acquis

 

 can be effec-

tively assimilated but whether indeed all its elements are appropriate to

the existing national specifics, and whether the institutional structures set
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up under its aegis can be efficiently administered. In most cases the intro-

duction of every new piece of legislation should be based on analysis and

careful estimation of the costs and benefits. There are a number of fields

(like environment protection, transport, agriculture) where enormous

investments are needed not only during the accession process but also

afterwards to meet EU standards which will be extremely difficult for

Bulgaria to implement. As an example, unless a transition period is nego-

tiated for compliance to the EU Directive on Power Generation Facility

Emissions, Bulgaria will risk the forced closure of several structural power

generation facilities prematurely. Arguably what has been done in western

Europe during the course of the past 30 years cannot realistically be

carried out in such a short period.

 

DISPARITIES BETWEEN SOCIAL GROUPS AND REGIONS

 

Economic and financial successes, publicly acclaimed by the government

and international financial institutions, disguise a series of persisting

inequalities in the social sphere that, unless dealt with, may lose the

opportunities provided by the EU accession process. Minorities, poverty

and the broad disparities in living standards across regions and social

groups remain politicized issues popular mainly around elections and

never a subject of consistent government policy in the periods bridging

election days. In the census conducted in 2001, 4.6 per cent (about

350,000) of the population identified themselves as Roma and 9.4 per

cent (about 750,000) as of Turkish ethnic origin.

 

12

 

 The Turkish minority,

which is territorially concentrated in southern and northeastern Bulgaria,

differs from the Bulgarian majority in ethnic, linguistic, cultural and reli-

gious respects. The former regime in the 1980s, attempting the national-

istic mobilization of the Bulgarian majority to stress its national identity,

conducted a violent campaign for the assimilation of the Turkish minor-

ity. Instead, the assimilation campaign brought strong protests from

Bulgarian intellectuals and a Bulgarian democratic opposition was formed

in the context of the minority issue. In a paradoxical way, the assimilation

campaign and the dramatic events of 1989 (about 300,000 ethnic Turks

emigrated to Turkey), cemented the future of the democratic process in

the country as Bulgarian society largely joined the transition process with

incomparably higher sensitivity to the minority rights issue. Immediately

after the fall of the regime a process was started for the renovation of the

identity of the minority, hence repudiating one of the most appalling lega-

cies of Bulgaria’s communist past. The Turkish minority itself turned into

a rational political actor. Crucial was the role of the Movement for Rights

and Freedoms (MRF), the Turkish minority political organization, that
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had a strong influence on the development of the political process in the

post-communist period. As the MRF has become part of the political land-

scape, most of the problems have been solved at the political, parliamen-

tary level. The Turkish minority, taking an active part in local politics and

public affairs, is integrated into political and social life through elected

representation at national and local levels and increasing representation in

public administration. Because most ethnic Turks are employed predom-

inantly in agriculture (the greater part in the tobacco industry), they have

suffered from the crisis within this sector of the economy. Still, the

economic problems the Turkish minority faces are along a societal divi-

sion line (wealth vs poverty, urban vs rural) and do not coincide with

ethnic affiliation.

The case of the Roma minority is different. It is dispersed throughout

the country living clustered in isolated areas at the outskirts of almost

every Bulgarian city, town or village, suffers from widespread social

discrimination in all spheres of social life and is seriously underrepre-

sented in decision-making bodies. Access to health services remains

limited due to remoteness from facilities and lack of participation in the

normal structure of service provision. Roma neighborhoods suffer from

an extremely high degree of underdevelopment. Infrastructure, decent

water and electricity supply, and most services are sometimes unavailable,

which causes the appalling living conditions of the Roma. Substantial

numbers of Roma children suffer from undernourishment which has

profound negative effects on their health and educational capacities and

further damages prospects for escaping from poverty and dependency

cultures.

Roma continue to suffer from social inequalities due to the accumula-

tion over time of factors that have worsened living conditions. For

instance, only six per cent of Roma children are enrolled in secondary

education (compared with 46 per cent for Bulgaria as a whole). The

Roma minority is the social group that has suffered the most severe

economic deprivation during the process of transition from a socialist to

a market economy. Poverty in Roma neighborhoods is around 85 per

cent, or almost two-and-a-half times the national average and the depth

of poverty (i.e., how far the average poor person falls below the poverty

line) is significantly worse for the Roma population. Roma households

typically display several characteristics associated with a high poverty

rate, including high birth rate, low education attainment (including

substantial illiteracy) and high unemployment. Apart from their vulnera-

ble political and economic situation, most Roma live in social deprivation

and isolation since they have generally been among the first to become

unemployed and, given their low skill levels, have found it difficult to
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find reemployment. According to data from the 2001 polling surveys, 64

per cent of the Roma determine themselves as unemployed in compari-

son with 16 per cent of Bulgarians and 41 per cent of the Turkish ethnic

group (UNDP 2001: 23). The number of Roma households which can

rely on a stable source of income (salary, pension, own business) is

rapidly decreasing and in most cases the family budget is heavily depen-

dent on social welfare and state support.

Social exclusion is considerable and it can be said that the Roma are

the most rejected community, being at the bottom of social hierarchy and

far from having any meaningful form of self-government. There have even

been signs of increased tension between the Roma and ethnic Bulgarian

communities. Discrimination and cases of violence against members of the

Roma community continue to be reported and there have been Roma

protests (often violent) in some cities. In some areas, anti-Roma attitudes

among the ethnic-majority population is widespread and the level of prej-

udice and intolerance is high, with the Roma becoming a convenient

scapegoat for all societal problems; sometimes reports by the media use

anti-Roma stereotypes. A survey of solidarity and inter-group relations

reveal that the highest level of intolerance is felt towards the Roma (78 per

cent of the respondents would not like to have Roma as neighbours), even

exceeding the understandably high intolerance score for former prisoners

(68 per cent) [UNDP 1999: 51].

Certainly a factor for the current situation was the disadvantaged start-

ing position of the Roma at the threshold of transition in 1989, as they

were the poorest members of the communist labour force. 

They had the lowest levels of education and income, were mainly

employed as unskilled workers in industry, construction, forestry,

and in some unattractive occupations, such as garbage collection and

slaughterhouse personnel. Thus, there was nothing close to an equal

start for the Roma in the post-communist economy. (Petrova 2003:

59)

Still, the declining social role of the state and the collapse of the state-

dominated economic structure in the post-communist period led a very

large part of the Roma to express at present a nostalgic appreciation of the

communist past and a tendency to divide the blame for their current

economic disadvantage between capitalism and racial discrimination.

Considering that the Roma population growth rate far outpaces national

averages, one realizes the urgency of special measures to counteract the

disproportionate effect of economic reforms on such vulnerable groups.

 

13

 

Enormous disparities also exist between regions and particularly

between rural and urban areas. Poverty has a significant rural dimension
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as the population in rural areas has hardly felt the benefits of market econ-

omy but instead there is an overall income decline. Hence, in 2001, the

poverty level was four times higher in rural than urban areas whilst unem-

ployment was twice as high in villages compared to the cities, since oppor-

tunities for employment in the rural municipalities (especially during the

winter season) are nearly absent. Lower wages in the agricultural sector

are an additional factor for higher poverty in rural areas, reflecting the

sweeping and painstaking structural changes the agricultural sector has

gone through as a result of land ownership restitution. Rural social and

technical infrastructures are not properly maintained due to the scarcity

of funds whilst local government structures have not yet gained the expe-

rience needed for the implementation and management of local develop-

ment programmes. These problems provoked grave negative social and

social-demographic developments, notably the drastic decline of the rural

population.

 

14

 

 Furthermore, as Bulgaria draws closer to the EU, the

increase in the volume of foreign and domestic investment, which natu-

rally goes to regions with the most attractive conditions for economic

activity, will create wide regional disparities. It is imperative for the

government to develop a regional development plan but it should be

recognized that the political elite lacks the knowledge of regional policy

making under market conditions and that actors at the regional level have

very limited resources to reverse this negative trend. In this context,

regional disparities may become an economic obstacle to EU integration

that can potentially raise social tension and undermine political support

for EU membership.

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS

 

At the beginning of the 1990s, when the issue first surfaced, there was

overwhelming mass support for the idea of Bulgaria’s integration with the

Western community. Membership of the EU offered a very attractive

vision, a vision of prosperity, peace and progress. The process of EU inte-

gration, however, is a political, institutional, economic, socio-structural

and psychological process that is certain to bring radical changes, both

positive and negative. The high expectations and enthusiasm has started

to abate as Bulgarians come to realize that Europe is not a panacea for the

country’s problems and that a segment of society will not be able to swiftly

and successfully adapt to the new realities. The more intense the negotia-

tions process and the more proximate the entry, the more public opinion

will perhaps shift away from extensive support for EU membership to a

more cautious endorsement. Surely it is highly unlikely that public opin-

ion will actually prevent Bulgaria’s EU membership but it is in the interest
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of both sides for Bulgaria to come through the negotiations and enter the

Union with a strong degree of domestic consensus. The cases of other

candidate countries show that with time, as the reality of EU entry

becomes identified with conditionality issues and problem areas, growing

awareness of domestic and personal repercussions turn some groups away

from a Euro-enthusiastic to a Euro-realistic or Euro-sceptic position. In

Poland, for example, for the first time in 2001, voices openly critical of

the accession process gained a parliamentary platform, signaling a move

away from the initial consensus in favour of entry into the European

community. In Bulgaria, criticism of European integration has been

voiced on grounds of particular national concerns or for particular policy

reasons, without adopting a ‘harder’ outright rejection of European inte-

gration. Despite continued support for the accession among political elites

and political parties, as the agenda of integration becomes more pressing,

the difficulties associated with entry into the EU are converted into

concerns for some social strata which may lead to the staking out of more

differential positions on negotiations by political parties. In particular,

with the protracted nature of the accession process, there is plenty of

opportunity and maybe even some powerful strategic incentive, in terms

of party competition, to express disquiet about either how the process of

accession is being conducted or with the effects of accession on particular

policy areas, or more significantly, on particular constituencies. The para-

dox in the admission process lies in the fact that the major costs are paid

in the pre-accession period and the major benefits will be enjoyed when

Bulgaria becomes a full EU member. The negative effects of change are

often highly visible whilst the positive emerge more slowly. Providing that

this contradiction is not addressed, or is unreasonably delayed, it may

result in not adhering to the fundamental processes in the country, and so

deviating from democracy and the market economy.

This article has focused on domestic reforms and the way they have

been conducted but there are certainly other important factors that will

determine Bulgaria’s accession process, such as geopolitics, the EU’s own

internal politics or the impact of the recent enlargement. For instance,

though the EU has supported the tentative accession date of 2007 for both

Romania and Bulgaria, the former faces an uphill struggle to carry out

structural and institutional reforms quickly enough to meet that deadline

while the latter is making much quicker progress. But the EU is unlikely

to get its whole accession machinery going for just one country. The

picture gets even more complicated with the Croatian application for EU

membership in 2003. Having left the political problems of the Tudjman

era behind, Croatia is now a stable democratic country with a relatively

well-developed economy. Croatia’s cooperation with the International
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Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia has improved significantly

and, according to the prosecutor, Croatia is now cooperating fully. In

April 2004 the European Commission recommended that negotiations for

accession should be opened and that the EU should develop a pre-acces-

sion strategy for Croatia. It could complete accession talks shortly after

Romania does, in which case EU would try to take in all three countries

together. It is not unlikely that Bulgaria will have to wait for Croatia and

Romania. In this case, there can be political costs that should not be

ignored. That could mean lower political motivation for the reforms,

political extremism and lower public support for membership. Besides,

public opinion will strive to dramatize the date of accession posing an

additional burden on the political elite.

The issue Bulgaria is facing now is not related to the dilemma ‘enter or

not’. The existing uncertainty is over the actual date of accession. EU

membership, nonetheless, should be treated as a process and not as an aim

in itself, because the more important part is the process of change preced-

ing the act of accession. The main strategy of conducting social and

economic policy in Bulgaria has been primarily based and focused on

entering the EU and not on achieving best economic performance so that

Bulgaria will not find itself among the most economically weak new

member countries. That is because there is, at present, a firm perception

that transition ends with integration in the Euro-Atlantic institutions.

What has emerged is the conviction that membership seals the processes

of transition to democracy and a market economy and constitutes the final

act of legitimacy to the transition project.

On the other hand, this perception has provided an important pool of

patience for the implementation of the reform agenda. Though the exact

cost of European integration is still unknown, joining the EU has been a

strong catalyst for credibility and accelerated reform. Postponing EU

membership will have a negative impact on the confidence and support of

Bulgarian citizens for far-reaching economic and structural changes.

 

NOTES

1 There were times when Bulgaria was not even considered as part of Europe. The Euro-
pean mainstream view at the beginning of the eighteenth century was expressed by the
Austrian statesman Metternich when he argued in the 1820s that ‘Asia begins at the
Landstrasse’, the royal highway leading from Vienna east into Hungary.

2 For instance, Bulgaria’s gross foreign debt had risen to $10 billion in 1989, coming
second to Hungary among the former communist bloc countries with the heaviest debt,
though Bulgaria was even worse off because of its low level of exports to the West.

3 The first time the UDF was in power in 1992 was under extremely difficult circum-
stances. It had a slim electoral victory, a slight majority in the National Assembly and
formed a government (under Philip Dimitrov) in an unofficial coalition with the third
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parliamentary party, the MRF. Though Dimitrov presided over significant legislation,
including the passage of laws for the restitution of property and the amendment of the
land law to initiate decollectivization, the coalition began to disintegrate quickly as the
government adopted a confrontational policy that could have only worked with a united
party and a clear majority in parliament when at that time it had neither.

4 It is important to note that, unlike EU accession, NATO was a very contentious issue in
the 1990s, especially since it was closely related to Bulgaria’s traditional relation with
Russia. Public opinion was also largely divided over the issue of NATO, showing one of
the lowest rates of support for NATO membership among the central and east European
countries. Bulgaria managed to articulate its unequivocal intention to join NATO after
the dramatic events of 1996–97 when in February 1997 Bulgaria submitted an official
application for membership. The political debate over NATO closed only in March
2000 when the BSP, taking into account the international situation, agreed on Bulgaria’s
full NATO membership.

5 A case in point is the Act on Family Allowances enacted in March 2002, aiming to
improve the adequacy of child benefits. The already extremely poor allowance of 

 

€

 

7 per
child per month was doubled, but it is allocated only to households with income under

 

€

 

150 per capita per month. As the income threshold is too high, according to the esti-
mates, three times fewer children are reached by the allowances than before. Yet this
measure has been assessed as effective and was strongly recommended by the World
Bank as a condition for receiving loans for poverty alleviation.

6 According to official data, the shadow economy accounted for 32 per cent of GDP in
2000, but actually its real share was estimated to about 40 per cent, while the budget
lost BGN 1,326.4 million from unpaid taxes.

7 Certainly the Association Agreement generated a significant growth in the volume of
trade between the two parts and the EU became Bulgaria’s major trading partner as the
share of the EU in Bulgaria’s overall foreign trade gradually rose from about one-third
(34 per cent) of the total in 1994 to more than 50 per cent in 2002. ‘Unfortunately, the
delays in liberalising the sensitive industrial sectors, the retention of contingent protec-
tionism, and the exclusion of agriculture from the free trade commitment, combined, of
course, with the superior competitiveness of EU firms, has meant that trade with the EU
has contributed to the high levels of unemployment’ (Eatwell et al. 1997: 47).

8 According to a statement by Prime Minister Kostov, ‘the country’s participation in most
of the Balkan regional initiatives becomes meaningless under the current situation
around the negative visa list’ (Kirilova 2000: 22).

9 Thus, for example, Slovakia will close its reactors in 2008 (though they are two years
older than those in Bulgaria) and, similarly, Lithuania pledged to shut down the first
reactor of its nuclear plant (which is the same type as the Chernobyl) by 2005 and to
entirely close the installation before 2009. On the contrary, Bulgaria has to close four
units before is formally accepted in the EU.

10 ‘It is an established fact, that a special department was created in the late 1970s within
the state monopolistic arms export organization, which was designated as “covert tran-
sit”. Its chief area of activity was the smuggling of arms to third countries. The operative
management was effective by a group of officials from the then Second Chief Director-
ate of State Security in charge of counterintelligence’ (Center for the Study of Democ-
racy, 2000: 12).

11 A considerable share of the criminal acts is generated from contraband channels across
the region. Once a transit territory for criminal groups, the Balkan peninsula gradually
assumes the functions of a launching pad for bandit activities, where the bases of traf-
fickers of humans, drugs, arms and stolen vehicles. It should also be noted that Bulgaria
is along the way of the notorious ‘Balkan route’, one of the major circuits for the transfer
of drugs (especially heroin) from south western Asia, through Turkey and the Balkan
countries, to western Europe. According to the National Anti-Crime Service, about 80
per cent of the heroin reaching the EU and the United States goes through Bulgaria.

12 According to Bulgarian Constitution, there are no ethnic minorities in the country. By
constitution, Bulgaria is a nation-state with ethnic, religious and linguistic diversity.
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13 It should be stressed that the legal foundations guaranteeing the human rights of the
Roma have been laid. Nonetheless, since the roots of Roma problems are socioeconomic
and poverty related, the legal framework for minority rights protection is a necessary
but insufficient precondition for sustainable integration. Furthermore, the question of
the Roma minority is not unique only in Bulgaria as the situation is similar in virtually
every other east-central European country with a Roma population. It is perhaps time
for the EU to develop an overall strategy for the integration of the 4–5 million Roma
living in the region.

14 The population of Bulgaria has been contracting over the last two decades. After a popu-
lation decrease in the period 1986–1992 that amounted to some 460,000 people
(mainly because of the exodus of the Turkish minority), the 2001 census revealed that
the population of Bulgaria has further decreased by more than 500,000 people relative
to the 1992 census.
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